Question Answering systems are systems that enable the user to ask questions in natural language and to also receive an answer in natural language. Most existing systems, however, are constructed for the English language, and it is not clear in how far these approaches are also applicable to other languages. A richer morphology, greater syntactic variability, and smaller fraction of webpages available in the language are just some issues that complicate the construction of systems for German. In this paper, we present a modular Question Answering System for German which uses several morphological resources to increase recall. Nouns are converted into verbs, verbs into nouns, and the tenses of verbs are modified. We use a web search engine as a back end to allow for open-domain Question Answering. A POS-tagger is employed to identify answer candidates which are then filtered and tiled. The system is shown to achieve a higher recall than other systems for German.
Introduction
In the recent years, the field of Question Answering (QA) has evolved considerably, bringing forth a number of highly interesting systems and methods such as (Pasca and Harabagiu, 2001) , (Dumais et al., 2002) , (Hartrumpf, 2006) , (Harabagiu and Hickl, 2006) , (Moldovan et al., 2007) . Question Answering systems enable the user to ask questions in natural language and to also receive an answer in natural language. They can be used for both searching the Internet or electronic corpus collections. However, most systems built in the past years are constructed for the English language, and it is not clear in how far these approaches are also applicable to other languages which have a richer morphology and greater variability in their syntactic constructions. English morphological variants as well as synonyms are usually found by web search engines commonly used as system back ends, but this is not necessarily the case for other languages. This fact together with the fact that web pages in other languages comprise a much smaller fraction of the www compared to English web pages 1 , leads to a smaller recall; fewer potential answer candidates are found. Some systems such as Answerbus (Zheng, 2002) use a machine translation component to evade the problem above, but this raises a number of other problems, such as low-quality translations and the problem that many language/area specific questions cannot possibly be answered, because English web pages never contain the answers (such as the names of people well-known exclusively in those countries where the language is spoken). Therefore in this paper we aim at two contributions: 1) constructing an opendomain Question Answering system tailored to the needs of searching German web pages for answers (there is very little work in German QA); 2) experimenting with morpho-
Related Work
Currently, there are only few unrestricted Question Answering systems for German. Answerbus (Zheng, 2002) can treat German among other languages but uses the English system in combination with machine translation. ExtrAns and WebExtrAns (Mollá et al., 2003) are not opendomain, and (Neumann and Xu, 2004 ) require a semistructured query formulation. The system by (Hartrumpf, 2006) is perhaps the most similar to the system presented here in terms of unrestrictedness and web-based search on German data, but it differs in that it is an adaptation of an original corpus-based system and uses a sophisticated semantic component. The widely known systems of (Dumais et al., 2002) and (Pasca and Harabagiu, 2001 ) (both built for processing English) provided the basic motivation for the system presented here - (Dumais et al., 2002) in terms of mining data from the web, and (Pasca and Harabagiu, 2001 ) in terms of using linguistic resources for query expansion/increasing recall. So far our system only uses morphological resources for query expansion but the system architecture is kept modular such that further resources can be tested in the future as in the work of (Pasca and Harabagiu, 2001 ).
System Architecture
The architecture of the system is schematized in Figure 1 First, the user's question is analyzed to render 1) the question type and 2) the relevant parts for query construction. The query then enters the search engine -in our case we used the Yahoo API 2 . The answer snippets returned by the search engine are then further processed: they are part-ofspeech tagged to help find the relevant answer candidate, answer-candidates are matched to the question types, and similar answer candidates are merged before the most frequent answer-candidate is selected.
Question Types
Question types are mainly recognized by identifying the question word. The system so far can deal with the question types shown in Table 1 The POS-tag sequences that are expected as answer types refer to the STTS-tagset (Schiller et al., 1995) . 
Query Composition and Query Modification
For composing the query the question words and auxiliaries are erased from the user's question. Two (optional) modules, m1 and m2, are used for query modification. The first module performs noun-to-verb and verb-to-noun conversions in order to achieve a higher recall. The question Was hat Edison erfunden? (What did Edison invent?) normally results in the query +Edison +erfunden (+Edison +in-vented). Using query extension we also obtain the query +Edison +Erfinder (+Edison + inventor). The latter query resulted in 89.200 search results as opposed to 32.800 for the first query. Currently this module only uses a fixed list of words to convert into each other. The second module for query modification uses a more complex morphological resource SMOR (Schmid et al., 2004) . This module is used to vary the tenses of verbs. This is useful because in German there are many more irregular verbs than in English. The verb erfinden, for instance is changed into past tense erfanden, and past participle erfunden. 
Search Engine
As a search engine we use the Yahoo search engine and its API. This API allows us to restrict the number of answer snippets that are returned. As the work of (Dumais et al., 2002) shows, it is not advisable to use too many answer snippets -200 was the optimal value for their system. Similarly, in our system, for every query, we currently use
number of queries snippets.
Processing of Answer Snippets
The retrieved answer snippets are POS-tagged with the TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994) , and the tag sequences are used to identify the words and phrases eligible as answer candidates as shown in Table 1 . This strategy is more suitable for taking into account the greater syntactic variability of German, whereas the English AskMSR (Dumais et al., 2002) system relies mainly on the position of the answer candidate in the answer snippet.
Processing of Answer Candidates
The answer candidates retrieved from the snippets are first filtered and then tiled. For this reason, we only include a set of substrings into the set of the superstrings when the size of the former set is at least 2/3 of the size of the latter set. Additionally orthographic variants are included in the same sets if for their Levensthein-distance l (Levenshtein, 1966) l <= 1 for words of length 8 or less, and l = 2 for longer words. Moreover, we use a transducer to transform numbers written in letters to be able to also include those in the corresponding answer sets. Tables 2 through 7 show the evaluation results. m1 and m2 refer to the morphology module 1 (modify verbs into nouns and vice versa) and morphology module 2 (modify the verb tenses) repectively. m12 is the combination of both modules. The basic (bas) system does not use any of these modules. 
Evaluation
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Corpus
For the evaluation of the system we used 100 questionanswer pairs from CLEF (Cross-Language Evaluation Forum) 2004 as a development set, and 100 question-answer pairs as a test set. The development set was used for implementing the question types. The test set was only looked at after the implementation was completed. As some of the question-answer pairs were obsolete (What is the name of Peruan President Alberto Fujimori's wife?, What does Saab call back?), we employed two different evaluation strategies. First, we replaced obsolete answers with up-to-date answers, wherever it was possible. Second, we removed obsolete-question answer pairs and replaced them with others, that occurred later in the list. To be able to make our work comparable to other work (Neumann and Xu, 2004) , (Hartrumpf, 2006) ,we also employed a third strategy, where we only evaluated questions of answer types our system could recognize. (The system can also treat questions with unknown answer types, defaulting to the most frequent chain of NN and NE-tagged words in the answer candidates.)
Methodology
During the development phase the system was built using an automatic comparison of answer strings and gold standard answers. In the test phase, however, the evaluation was carried out by a human judge who had not taken part in the development. The judge was shown the question, the gold 
Evaluation Measures
For evaluating the system we measured the following:
• The Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR, abbreviated to M): The sum of the relative rank of the correct answer (where the rank must be at least 5):
• percentage of correct answers given as the first answer of the system: Precision1 or P1
• percentage of questions where the correct answer was among the first 5 answers: Precision5/P5
• the number of questions where the search engine did not return any snippets: ns
• the percentage of questions where at least one snippet was returned: Recall or R
• MRR 2 , Prec1 2 , Prec5 2 (M 2 , P1 2 , P5 2 ) are values where the questions that didn't at least result in one snippet were not considered.
Results
The results are shown in Tables 2 through 7 . m1 refers to the morphological module 1, which modifies verbs into nouns and nouns into verbs, and m2 refers to the morphological module 2, which modifies the tenses of the verbs. bas refers to the basic system without any of the two modules, and m12 is the system with both modules. In Table 8 we show a comparison of our system with two other German systems, giving Prec1 2 and Recall. We used Prec1 2 because the other systems were also evaluated without considering questions where the search engine did not return any results.
Discussion
Regarding the results in Tables 2 -7 , we can confirm that extending queries via morphological variation results into a higher recall. However, the tables also show, that in the case of the test set this does not necessarily lead to a better overall performance. We attribute this partly to the fact that our test set has a different distribution than the development set and is not representative for the whole question corpus. An evaluation carried out on the whole question corpus of 700 questions confirmed this notion -none of the evaluation measures was lower for the m12 system than for the basic system. Another reason is that our system as presented here
is not yet optimized with respect to many parameters, such as the optimal number of answer snippets to be returned, weighting of queries etc. As Table 8 shows, the system is however comparable to other German Question Answering systems. Note that a fair comparison is not possible due to the different data that were used. One of the systems also was not evaluated considering unrestricted question types, and that increasing recall was not always tried or evaluated in the manner we do.
Conclusion
We built a highly modular question answering system for German that mines data from the Internet for answer extraction. The system is a highly extensible prototype which in its current version is tuned to the fact that German web pages comprise only an small fraction of the Internet compared to English web pages. The system uses morphological data resources such that it achieves a higher recall than comparable systems.
